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Thank you very much for buying a SEIKO sewing machine. Before using your new machine, please read
the safety instructions below and the explanations given in the instruction manual.

With industrial sewing machines, it is normal to carry out work while positioned directly in front of moving
parts such as the needle and ^read take—up lever, and consequently there is always a danger of injury
that can be caused by these parts,- Follow the instructions from training personnel and instructions
regarding safe and correct operkion before operating the machine so that you will know how to use it
correctly.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Safety indications and their meanings

This instruction manual and the indications, and symbols that are used on the machine itself are provided
in order to ensure safe operation of this machine andto preventaccidents and irijury to yourself or other
people. The meanings of these indications and symbols are given below.

Indications

A CAUTION
Theinstructions which follow this term indicate situations where failure to follow theinstmctions
could cause injury when using the machine or physical damage toequipment andsurround
ings. - .

Symbols

This symbol (A) indicates something that you should becareful of. The picture inside the triangle indi
cates the nature of the caution that must be taken.
(Forexample, the symbol at left means "bewareof injury".)

0 ... This symbol (0) indicates something that you must not do.
This symbol (•) indicates something thatyou must do.The picture inside the circle indicates the nature
of the thing that must be done.
(For example, the symbol at left means "you must make the ground connection".)

2. Notes on safety

a

o

o

o

A CAUTION

Environmental requirements
• Use the sewing machine in art area which is free

fromsources of strong electricalnoise such ^ higli-
frequency welders.
Sources of strong electrical noise maycause prob
lems with correct operation.

• Any fluctuations inthe powersupplyvoltageshould
be within ±10% of the rated voltage lor the ma
chine.

Voltage fluctuations which are greater than this may
cause problems withcorrect operation.

• The power supply capacity should be greater than
the requirements lor the sewing machine's electri
cal consumption.
Insufficient powersupply capacitymaycause prob
lems with correct operation.

• The pneumaticdelivery capability shouldbe greater
than the requirements lor the sewing machine's total
air consumption.
Insufficient pneumatic deliverycapability may cause
problems with correct operation.

o

o

•,The^amblenl temperature should bewithin the range
^of§*C to 95*C during use.
Temperatures which are lower or higher than this
may cause problems with correct operation.

• The relative humidity should bewithin the range of
45% to 85% during use, and no dew formation
should occur in any devices.
Excessively dry or humid environments and dew
formation may cause problems with correct opera-
lion.

• Avoid exposure todirect sunlight during use.
Exposure to direct sunlight may cause problems
withcorrect operation.

• In theevent ofan electrical storm, turn off the power
and disconnect the power cord from the wall outlet.
Lightning may cause problems with correct opera
tion.
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A CAUTION

Installation

• Machine installation shouldonlybe carriedout by
a qualified technician.

• Contact your SEIKO dealer orqualified eloctri-
cian for any electriacal work that may need to be
done.

• The sewing machine weighs more than 52kg. "Hie
installation should be carried out by two or more
people.

• Do not connect the powercord until installation is
complete, otherwise the machine may operate if
the treadle is depressed by mistake, which could
result in injury.

• Be sure to connect the ground. If the ground con
nection is notsecure, you runa high risk of reppiv-
inga seriouselectric shock, andproblems with cor
rect operation may also occur.

• All cords should be secured at least 25 mm away
from any moving parts. Furthermore, do not ex
cessively bend the cords or secure themtoo finnly
vkrith staples, otherwise there is the danger that fire
or electric shocks could occur.

o

A

0

Sewing
• This sewing machine should only be used by op

erators who have received the necessary training
in safe use beforehand.

• The sewing machine should not be usedfof'any
applications other than sewing.

• Turn off the power switch at the following times,
otherwise the machine may operate ifthe treadle
is depressed by mistake, which could result in in-
jury.

• When threading the needle
• When replacing the bobbin and needle
• Wheri not using the machine and when leaving

the machine unattended

• When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep
turning even after the power is switched offas a
result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor
stops fully before starting work.

• If using a work table which has casters, the casters
should be secured in such a way so that they can
not move.

A

A

A

O

o

• install the belt guards to the machine head and
motor.

• Ifusing a work table which has casters, the casters
should be secured insuch a wayso that they can
not move.

• Use both hands to hojd the machine head when
tilting itback or returningit to its original position. If
only one hand is used, the weight of the machine
head may cause your hand to slip, and your hand
may get caught.

• Be sure to wear protective goggles and gloves when
handling the lubricating oil, so that no oilgets into
ydiir eyes or onto yourskin, othenwise inflamma
tion can result

Furthermore, do not drink the oil under any circum
stances, as they can cause vomiting and diarrhoea.
Keep the oil out of the reach of children.

• Attach all safety, devices before using the sewing
machine. If the machine is iised without these de
vices attached, injury may result.

• Do not touch any of the moving parts or press any
objects against the machine while sewing, as this
may resuit in personal injury ordamage to the' ma
chine.

• Use both hands to hold the machine head when
tiltingit back or returning it to its original position. If
only one hand is used, the weight of the machine
head may cause your hand to slip, and your hand
may get caught.

• Ifan error occurs in machine operation,or ifabhoi~
mal noises or smells are noticed, immediately turn

off the power switch. Then contact your nearest
SEIKO dealer or a qualified technician.

• If the machine develops a ploblem, contact your

nearest SEIKO dealer or a qualified technician.
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A CAUTION
Cleaning

Turn off tfie power switch before carrying out clean
ing, otherwise the machine may operate if the
treadle is pressed by mistal<e, which could result in
injury. 4,;.
* When using a clutchmotor, the motorwill Keep

turningeven after the power is switched off as a
result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor
stopsfully before starting work.

KIf using a worktable which has casters, the casters
should be secured In such a way so that they can
not move.

A

0

Use both hands to hold the machine head when
tilting itback or returning it to Ks original position. If
only one hand is used, the weight of the machine
head may cause your hand to slip, and your hand
may get caught. ' '

Besure to wear protectivegoggles and gloveswhen
handling the lubncating oil, so that no oilgets into
your eyesoronto your skin, otherwise infl^mfha-
tion can result.

Furthemnore, do not drink the oil under any circum
stances, as they can cause vomitingand diarrhoea.
Keep the oil out of the reach of children.

Maintenance and Inspection
• I^Aaintenanceand inspection of the sewing machine

should only be carried out by a qualified technician.

• Askyour SEIKO dealer or a qualified eloctrician to
carry out any maintenance and inspection of the
electrical system.

• Tum off the power switch and disconnect the power
cord from the wall outlet at the following times, oth-

. erwiise the machine may operate if the treadle is
depressed by mistake, which could result in injury.
• When carrying out inspection, adjustment and

•i'

* When using a ciutch motor, the motor will keep
. turning even after the power is switched off as a

result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor
... stops fullybefore starting work.

• Disconnect the air hoses from thie air supply and
wait for the needle on the pressure gauge to drop
to 'O' before carrying out inspection, adjustment
and repair of any parts, which use the pneumatic
equipment. ^ .

• if the power switch and air need to be left on when
carrying out some adjustment, be extremely care
ful to observe all safety precautions. ^ -

o

A

O

Q
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• Ifusing a work table which has casters, the ciasters
. should be secured in such a way so that they can

not move.

• Use both hands to hold the machine head .yvhen
tilting itbackor returning itto itsoriginal positiOni If

>only one hand is used, the weight of the machine
head may cause your hand to slip; and your hand
may get caught •

• When checking the rotary hook lubrication, do not
touch moving parts such as the rotary hook, needle
and needle bar with your finger or paper nor push

- them with other objects, otherwise injury or darn-
age to the machine may result. •

. v.; ' : .

• -Use only the pepper replacement parts as speci
fied by SEIKO '

• Ifany safety devices have been removed, be ab
solutely sure to re-install them to their original po
sitions and check that they operate correctly be
fore using the machine.

• Any problems in machirie operation which result
from unauthorized modifications to the machine will
not be covered by the warranty.
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Warning labels

★ The following warning labels appear on the sewing machine.
Please follow the instructions on the labels at all times when using the machine. If the labels have been
removed or are difficultto read, please contact your nearest SEIKO dealer.

A CAUTION

A
t^oving parts
may cause injury.

Operate wifti safetydeuces.
Turn oft main switch before
threading,changing tx}bbin
and needle, deaning etc.

Salety devices
O Needle thread take-up cover
© Finger guard
0 Belt guard, etc.

Oil Pd^

I

Be sure to connect the ground. II the
ground connection is not secure, you run
a high risir ol receiving a serious electric
shock, and problems with correct opera
tion may also occur.

• Direction ot operation

<He3f>
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1. NAMES OF MAJOR PARTS

V-.

O Allernaling presser loot movement
dial

O Machine pulley

O Feed adjustment dial
® Outei presser loot

Salely devices

® Fingei guard

© Operation panel

© Presser lifter bar

O Manual switch

® Feed dog

(D Thread taKe-up cover

*

1. NAMES OF MAJOR PATS

)0 _ g

O Bobbin winder

O Reverse lever

O Inner presser toot

© Safetyclutch mechanism

0 Bell guard
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2. MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

2. MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

r BBW-8BLC-BTFL-CD-^
DS

SEIKO SEWING

MACHINE CO LTD J
>

ONE NEEDLE

BBW-28BLC-BTFL- ^
CD-OS

, SBKO SEWING
MACHINE CO LTD J

TWO NEEDUE

Sewing speed table

(2)8BL CO-DS (2)8BLC

Thread trimmer (C) - o 0

Quick reverse switch (BT) - o -

Alternating pres^r foot movement change
switch (do) - o -

Automatic presser foot lifter (PL) - V o • - ;

Half sthch switch o -

Stitch length change switch (DS) - •; p

Aiito backtack select switch o -

Operation p^el
- o -

Alternating presser foot movement amount Sewing speed
1.0 - 2.4 mm 3,500.
2.5 - 3.9 mm 3.000
4.0 - 4.7 mm 2500.
4.8 - 7.0 mm 2.000

<-(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS SPECinCAT10NS>
The sowing speed is controlled automatically to the values shown in the table in accordance with the
attemating presser foot movement amount setting.
* However, ifsewing with a stitch length of6 mm ormore, setthe sewing speed to 2,000 rpm orless on

the motoror on the operation panel before canying out sewing
<-{2)8BL SPECIRG^ONS> ;
Set the sewing speedbo the value which is equal to or less than the value shown in the table in
accordance with the alternating presser foot movement amount setting. Furthermore, ifsewing with a
stitch length of 6 mm or more, set the sewing speed to 2,000 rpm or less.

Use Car seats, furniture, bags. etc.
Maximum Sewing speed 3500 spm (Refer to the "Sewing Speed Table*'0
Maximum strtch ienjrth 9 mm (both forward and reverse)

Presser foot height
Presser bar lifter 9 mm
Knee lifter 16 mm
Automatic presser foot lifter 16 mm

Aitemating presser foot movement amount 1-7 mm
Peed dog height 0.5 mm
Needle DP X 17 (#22)
Ann pocket size 300 mm

Standard needle gauge (-28BL/-28BLC-BTFL-CD-DS)
3 mm 8 mm

4 mm 10 mm

6 mm 12 mm
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3. WORK TABLE

• II using a commerdally-Bvallabte table

• The top of the table should be 40 mm in thickness and should be strong enough to hold the weight and with-stand the
vibrafim of the sewing macNne.

• DriD holes as indicated in the illustration below.

4S0 50

(§> (2 places)

depth 1

81

340
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© Gotton stand hole ©Cord hole
•ca>8).c-eTn.-Go-os ONLY

(§) Head rest hole

© Molot mounting holes

(§) Air unit assembly mounting holes
-OMLC-eTFl-CD-OS 0»«.Y
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4. MOTOR AND V-BELT

4. MOTOR AND V-BELT

A CAUTION
• All cords which are connected to the motor should

be secured at least 25 mm away from any moving
parts. Furthermore, do not excessively bend the
cords or secure them too firmly with staples, other
wise there is the danger that fire or electric shocks
could occur.

Install the correct belt guard which corresponds to
the motor being used.

Motor (-(2)8BL specifications) Power Motor

Single-phase 2-pole. 550 W motor

Three-phase 2-pole. 550 W motor

e Select the correct motor from those listed in Ihe above table.
• Refer to the instruction manual for the motorfor details on installing and usingthe motor.

Motor pulley and V-belt

<-(2)8BL> Sewing speed Frequency Motor pulley V-belt

3500 rpm/min 50 Hz Motor pulley 90 43 inches
60 Hz Motor pulley 075 43 inches

<-(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS>
Use the V—belt which is 43 inches In size.
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5. INSTALLATION

A CAUTION

Q

O

O

0

Machine inslallalion shouldonlybe carriedout by
a qualified technician.

Contact your Brother dealer ora qualified electri
cian for any electrical work that may need to be
done.

Thesewing machine weighs more than 52kg. The
installation should be carried out by two or more
people.

Do not connect the power cord until irrslatlation is
complete, otherwise the machine may operate it
the treadle is depressed by mistake, which could
result in injury.

o

A

5. INSTALUTION

Be sure to connect the ground. 11 the ground con
nectionis not secure, you run a high risk of receiv
ing a'senous electric shock, andproblems with cor
rect operation may also occur.

Install the belt guard to the macltine head.

Use both hands to hold the machine head wheri
tilling hback orreturning it to itsoriginal position. II
only one hands is used, the weight ol Ihe machine
head may cause your hand to slip, and your hand
may get caught.
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5. INSTALLATION

5-1. Rubber cushion

R
i

5-2. Oil pan

V////A

O—Y
<Fronl view>

-25 mm.

5 mm

:Righl vievi/>
IZ2Z.

V

y

1. insert the rubber cushions O inlo the cut-swey seclions of
Ihe work table (2 places), and secuie each of them with the
Iwo nails Q.

2. Insert the corner supports O inlo the front cut-away sections
of the work table (2 places).

3. Insert the head cushions O into the rear cut-away sections*
of the worktable (2 places), and secure each of them with

' the two nails

u..-.

1. Install the oil panO to the underside ofthe work table O in
the place shown in the illustration using thesix wood screws
©.

2. Screw the poly oiler G inlo the oil pan O.
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5-3. Machine head

5-4. V-belt

(2)BBL

10-14 mm

eJ8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

10-14 mm

5. INSTALLATION

1. Insert the two hinges © inlo the holes in the machine bed
2. Clamp the hinges O ontothe rubber cushions O in the work

table, and then lower the machine head onto the comer sup
ports O.

3. Tap the head rest O into the table hole.
NOTE: Tap the head rest securely into the table hole.

If the head rest is not pushed in as tar as it will go,
the machine head will not be sufficiently stable when
it is tilted back.

4. Place the cord cover © on the rear of the arm so that it cov
ers the cords ©, and then secure it with the two screwsG.
•(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS OKLY

1. Tilt back the machine head, and then place the belt O onto
the motor pulley and the machine pulley.

2. Turn the two nuts O to adjust so that there is 10 -14 mm-of
deflection in the V-belt O when it is pressed at the midway
point with a force ot 4.9 N (500 gf).
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5. INSTALLATION

5-5. Belt guard

Parallel

9

1. Loosen the two screws O and the screw G, and then dis
connect belt guard LO and belt guard R O.

2. Loosen the four bolts e which are screwed into the machine
head.

3. Align the grooves in belt guard LO and belt guard R O with
the bolts©. ^

4. Position belt guard L© and bell guard R O so that there is
no gap between them and so that they are parallel to the
worktable, and then secure only belt guard R O by tighten
ing two of the bolts ©.
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5. INSTALLATION

[For-(2)BBLC-BTFL-CD-DS specifications] ••
(1) Install thesynchronizer © tothe machine pulley © with the

two set screws O.
(2) Align the synchronizer holder bar © with the groove inthe

synchronizer ©, and then secure itto belt guard RO with
the two nuts QD.

(3) Secure thecord © of the synchronizer © to belt guard RO
with the cord holder ©.

NOTE:

Once machine head installation and lubricationIs complele,carry
out the procedure given in"8. Adjusting the needlestop posi
tion" on page

5. Install belt guard L0 with the two bolts ©. the two screws O
and the screw 0.
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^^fe!^llllATION

5-6. Operation panel [(2)8blc-btfl-cd-ds]

5-7. Air unit [(2)8BLc-btfl-cd-ds]

5-7-1. Installation

1. Install the operating panel Oto the set plateG with thethree
screws 0.

2. Install the set plate 0 to the rear ol the machine head with
the two screws O.

* Thescrews © are iyi4 screwswith a length of 10 mm, and
the screws O are M4 screws with a length of.12 mm. Be
careful not to get these screws mixed up.

1. Install the air unit O to the underside ol the work table with the two wood screws 0. (Refer to the work table processing diagram
on page•3.) » »

2. Connect the five air tubes O as shown in theillustration at right.
3. Bind the airtubes O and other cords above and below the work table using the two bands O.

Automalic prcsser foot litior 1-e

1-b
Uinck reverse switch ?

3
Stitch length change switch 4
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5. INSTALLAION

5-7-2. Adjusting the air pressure

CAUTION

©Ifthe power switch and air need to be left on when carrying out some adjustment,
be extremely careful to observe all safety precautions.

The air pressure shouldbe set to 0.49 MPa (5 kgf/cm') before
use.

1. Pull up the knob G of the air unit O, and turn it to adjust the
air pressure.

2. After adjusting, push the knob G back in.
' When releasing the air. close the cock 0 and loosen the

knob O by turning it in the direction of the arrow.

11
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5. INSTALLAION

5-8. Cotton stand

8BL

8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS »

28BL
28BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

Assemble the cotton stand as shown in the illustration, and then
Install it to the work table.
* Securely tighten the nut O so that the cotton stand does not

move.

* Wheninstalling the cotton stand, raisethespool holder G to
a position where it does not touch the machine head when
the machine head is tilted back.

<FOR 28BL/28BLC-BTFL-CD-DS>

Do not use the spool holdersupport G.
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5-9. Knee litter

V.

5-10. Knee switch

5. INSTALLAION

1. Push ihekneelilter lever O inlo Iheknee liller shaft G in the
base ol the machine head.

2. Loosen the bolts © and O. and then adjust the positionof
the knee lilterO so that it can be operated easily with your
knee.

3. Tighten the bolls O and O.
• Remove the knee lifter lever O when tilling back the ma

chine head.

1. Install the knee switch O to the underside of the work table
with thetour wood screws ©. .. <

2. Loosen the bolls © and O. and then adjust the position of
the knee switch O so that ilcan be operated easilywith your
knee.

3. Tighten the bolts © andO.
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5. INSTALLAION

5-11. Ground wire connections
(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

Motor

Loosen the center wood screw 0 which was used to install
the oil pan©, andthenattach theground wire O. (The ground
symbol appears as shown.)
Attach the ground wire O to the motor according to the In
structions given In the instruction manual for the motor.
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6. LUBRICATION

6. LUBRICATION

Q

Q

CAUTION

#Do not connect the power cord until lubrication has been completed, otherwise the
machine may operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, v^hich could result in
injury.

• Be sure to wear protective goggles and gloves when handling the lubricating oil.
so that no oil gets into your eyes or onto your skin, otherwise inflammation can
result Furthermore, do not drink the oil under any ^circumstances, as it can cause
vomiting and diarrhoea. Keep the oil out of the rSach ofcWldren.

. The sewing machine should always be lubricaled and the oil supply replenished before it is used lor the lirst lime, and also alter
long periods ol non-use. . ^

• Use only white spindle oil specified by SEIKO.

Lubrication

I'

upper reference line

Lower reierence line

1. Remove the screw O ol the oil tank liller hole.
2. Pour lubricating oil into the oil tank from the filler hole unt

the oil level reaches the upper reference line on the oilgaugi
e.

3. Tighten the screw O.
' II the oil level drops to the lower reierence line on the o

gauge 0, add more oil.

©

4. Remove the rubber cap O.
5. Pour about 10ml ol lubiicating oil in through the oil hole.
6. Replace the rubber cap O.
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6. LUBRICATION

• Oiling

Add 1-2 drops ol oil in the places indicated by the arrows.

Remove the two bolts O, and then remove the face plate G.

Q

16

lUHlUlt

• While pushing the spring plate© downward, open slide
plate R O.

'—Rotary hook race

o

J
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7. CHECKING THE MACHINE PULLEY ROTATING DIRECTION

7. CHECKING THE MACHINE PULLEY ROTATING DIRECTION

CAUTION

• Do not touch any of the moving parts or place any objects against the machine
while sewing, as this may result in personal injury or damage to the machine.

1. Insert the power cord plug into the wall outlet, and then turn
on the power switch.

2. Depress the treadle slightly and check that the machine pul
ley starts to turn in the direction of the arrowO.
* If the direction of rotation is reversed^ change the direc

tion of rotatiprr to the correct direction while referring to
the instructlrm manual for the motor.'

3. Depress the traadle gently and check that the oil level rises
in the oilsight glass O.
* it takes approximately one minute for the oil to travel

through the machine head.
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8. ADJUSTING THE NEEDLE STOP POSITION

(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

8. ADJUSTING THE NEEDLE STOP POSITION

A CAUTION
A* If the power switch and air need to be left on when carrying out some adjustment, be extremely careful to observe all

safety precautions.

s=gi cS.

Needle down £top Needle up slop

Direction of machine pulley rotation

There is no need to loosen
this screw when turning the
discs.

The synchronizer detects the needle positionby means oftwo discs O and ©.

• Adjusting the needle up stop position
When the sewing machine stops in the needle up slop position and thetreadle is pressed back, the"C" mark should be visible in
the window of the belt guard.

If the C mark is not visible in the window ofthe belt guard, thread trimming errors may occur so adjust by the following
procedure.

1. Turn off the power switch.
2. Loosen the screw ©, and then remove the cover O.
3. \Vhen the needle up stop position disc O is turned in the same direction as the direction of machine pulley rotation, the "C" mark

will stop in a position before the position before adjustment. If the disc O is turned in the opposite direction, the "C" mark will slop
in the position after the position before adjustment.

• Adjusting the needle down stop position (thread trimming signal position)
When thesewing machine stops in the needle down stop position, the set screw © should be visible in the window of the belt
guard.

If the set screw O is not visible in the window of the belt guard, lower thread take-up errors may occur, so adjust by the following

1. Turn off the power switch.
2. When the needle down stop position disc ©is turned in the same direction as the direction of machine pulley rotation, the set

screw © will slop in a position before the position before adjustment. If the disc ©is turned in the opposite direction the set
screw 0 will stop in the position after the position before adjustment.

3. After adjusting, install the cover O with the screw O.

1R
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING
9*1. Installing the needle

A

CAUTION

.Turn off th power switch before installing the needle, otherwiese the machine may
operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in iiyury.
♦ When using a'clutch motor, ^e motor will keep turning even after the power is

switched off as a result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully
before starting work.

BBL-BBLO-BTFL-GD-DS
28BLr28BLC-B'm.-CO-l>S

1. Turn the machine pulley to move the needle bar O to its
highest position.

2. Loosen the screw ©.
3. ^8L••8BLO^>TFL-CI>-W

Insert theneedle © ina straight line as laras itwill
ing sure that the long groove on the needle isat the left, and
then securely tighten the screw ©.
TSBL/SSBLO-eTFL-CO-OS .. . •

Insert theireedle© ina straight fine as far as ft will go. mak
ing sure that the long groove isfadng toward the inside, and
then securely^ghtCT thescrew ©.

y

Long groove in needle Long groove in needle
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before sewing

20

9-2. Removing the bobbin

CAUTION

Ay_ •Turn ofFth power switch before removing Ihe^^bbH otherwiese the machine will
operate if the treadle is pressed by mi^ke. which could result in injury.
* When usinga clutch motor, the motorwiO keeji turning,ey^ after^the ppwer is

switched ofF as a result of Ihe motors inertia. Wait until the motorstops tulty
•before starting work.

.i:r;

Anti-racing spring

1. White pushing thespring plateO.downward, openslideplate
e

2. Lift up the latch © ol the rotary hook, and then remove the
bobbin O.

♦ The anti-racing spring e prevents the bobbin from racing
during sewing. Fuitheimore, H. also prevents the bobbin from

racing during thread trimming in models with (2)8BLC-BTFL-

CD-DS specifications.
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

9-3. Winding the lower thread

CAUTION

A
• Do not touch any of the moving parts of press any objects against the machim

while sewing, as this may result in personal injury or damage to the machine.

Less thread

80%

More thread

1. Turn on the power switch.
2. Place the bobbin O onto the bobbin winder shait O.
3. Wind the thread several times around the bobbin O in the

direction indicated by the arrow.
4. Push the bobbin presser O toward the bobbin.
5. Raise the presser toot using the presser litter bar O.
6. Depress the treadle. Lower thread winding will then slan.
7. Once winding ot the lower thread is completed, the bobbin

presser arm e will return automatically.
8. After the thread has been wound on, remove the bobbin and

cut the thread with the thread trimming knife'0.
' Loosen the screw O and move the bobbin presser 0 to ad-,

just the amount bi thread wound onto the bbbbtruA
Note: The amount-of thread wound onto the bobbin should

be a maximum of 80% of tlte bobbin capacity.
* If the thread does not wind on evenly; loOsen the set screw

O and move the pre-tension stud O up or downto adjust.
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

9-4. Installing the bobbin

22

CAUTION

•Turn off the power switch before instsllingthe bobbin, otherwise the machine may
operate ifthe treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in injury.
'I'When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is

switched off as a result of the motor s inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully
before starting work.

1. Placeihebobbin O ontoihe rolary hook © so that thethread
winding direction is as shown in the illustration.

2. Turn the machine pulley to rotate the outer rotary hook O
until the tension spring 0 can be seen.

3. Pass the lower thread through the groove® in the innerro-
. lary hook, pull itaround between the opener © andthepro

jection (§) on the inner rotary hook, and then pass italong the
insideof the tension spring©. V•• .

4. Pull Ifie lower thread out from theback of thegroove^, and
then lower latch ©.

5. Pull the lower |hread locheck that il comes out smoothly
Irom the hole (§) and thai the bobbin O turns in the direction
of the arrow. ^ ^

6. Pull the tower thread until there isa length of about 50 mm of
thread above the needle plate O.

7. Close slide plate O. but leave a gap which is just enough for
the thread to pass through.
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

9-5. Threading the upper thread

CAUTION

A •Turn off the power switch before threading the upper thread, otherwise the machine
may operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in Injury.
* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is

switched off as a result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully
before starting work.

Raise the threadtak^iip lever O before threading theupper thread. This will make threading easieranditwill prevent the thread
from coming out at the sewing start

88L.'BBL0-B7n.-CD-DS

Leave a SO mm thread leader.
50 mm

SeBU'SaBLO-BTn.-CO-DS

Leave a 50 mm thread leader

50 mm
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

9-6. Adjusting the Stitch length

(2)8BL

f?
E

9-7. Adjusting the stitch length
(2)8BLC-BTFT.-<!D-DS

• ; tc- ; . ' !•. -i

Turn the leed adjustment dial O clockwise or counterclockwise
to align the number with the mark O. - - -

The greater the number,the longerthe stitch length.

• The feed adjustment dials O and @can beused to settwo different t^es of stitch length. The machine switches between the
two different stitch lengths each time the stitch length change switch O is pressed.

• Set the stitch lengths by turningfeed adjustmentdialsO and O clockwise or counterclockwise to align the numbers with the
marks O.
* The greater the number, the longer the stHch length.

10000ggoIR I

CAUTION; Forcibly lurmng the dial may damage the sewing
machine.

Set the upper dial lo a higher number Ihan Ihelower
dial.

24

• Adjusting the normal stitch length
(When using only one type of stitch length)

in this case adjust feed adjustment dial U O only.
NOTE;
• Feed adjustment dial D @ is not used at this lime, so set it to

the smallest number.
• Check that the indicator lor the stitch length change switch

O is turned oil.
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

• Selling Iwo different slilch lenglhs
1. Use feed adjuslmenl dial U O to set the longer stitch length.
2. Use feed adjustment dial D 6 to set the'shorter stitch length.

* It is not possible to use feed adjustment dial UO to set the shorter stitch length and feed adjustment dial D© to set the
longer stitch length.

3. The sewing machine will switchbetween the twostitch lengths each time the stitch length change sw 0 is pressed.
(Thestitch length will be changed momentarily even if sewing is in progress.)

Stitch length change switchO

OFF Sewing is carried outusing thestitch length set byfeedadjustment dial UO (longer stitch length).

- ON Sewing is carried out using the stitch lengthset by feed adjustment dial D0 (shorterstitch length).

9-8. Alternating presser foot movement amount

Altemating presser loot movement amount

The sKemating movement amount for the inner presser foot
and the outer presser foot can be adjusted withinthe reange
of 1-7 mm using the altemating presser foot movement dialO•
Turn the altemating presser foot movement dial ^^ciockwise or
counterciockvtfise toalign the number (mm) with the mark^^.
* For machines with (2)8BLC-BTR--CD-DS specifications, the

sewing speed is controlledautomatically in accordance wHh the
altemating presserfoot movement amount setting. (Refer to
"Sewing speed table" on page 20

• Using the alternating presser foot movement change switch (2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

This switch can be used to change between two types of alternating movement: the movement amount set by the alternating
presser foot movement dial O and the maximum movement amount (7 mm).

Aliernaiing presser loot movement change switch ©.

OFF The alternating presser foot movement amount equals the amount set by the altemating presser foot move-
t ment dial e.

^ ON The alternating presser loot movement amount equals the maximum movement amount (7 mm].
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

D
TOOOO Q oo

otooolSffl

11. o A
i

1. Turn ihealternating presser loot movement dial O toset the
alternatingpresser loot movement amount inaccordance with
the material which is normally sewn.

2. Check that the indicator for the altemating presser foot move
ment change switch O is turned off, and then start sewing.

3. When you reach a thick joint in the material while sewing,
press the alternatingpresser foot movementchange switch
©. (The indicatorwill turn on and the altematingpresser loot
movement amount will change to the maximum amount [7
mmj.)

' The knee switch can also be used to change the altemating
presser foot movement amount.
® Change the setting for DIP switchDIPA-4 inside the mo

tor control box. (Refer to the separate instruction manual
for the motor.)

(D The alternating presser foot will change between the
movement amount set by the alternating presser foot
movement dial O and the maximum movement amount
[7 mm] each time the knee switch is pressed.
(The indicator for the alternating presser foot movement
change switch 0 will turn on and off in accordance with
the knee switch operation so that you can check the cur
rent movement amount.)

jgiddM

w

9-9. Using the manual switches (2)8BLC-btfl-cd-ds

10000 g8ol§ I

0 Quick reverse switch

u
Backlacking is carried out during sewingonly while this switch O is being pressed.

® Alternating presser foot movement change switch

The sewing machine- can beswitched between two diflerent alternating presser foot movement amounts each
time this switch 0 is pressed.
If Ihe indicator is turned olf, the alternating presser foot movement amount equals the amount set by the alternat
ing presser fool movement dial O.
If Ihe indicator Is turned on, the alternating presser loot movement amount equals the maximum movemeni
amount (7 mm).
(Refer to page 25for details )
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9. PREPARATION BEFORE SEWING

10000 OOP

(D Auto bacMack select switch

H
if this switch o ispressed when either start backtacking orend backtacking hasbeen set to ON at the operation
panel, backtacking is canceled for the first time only.
Furtherrhbre, if this switch © ispressed when neither start nor end backtacking hasbeen set. backtacking is
carried out for the first time only. (The numberof backtack stitches sewn at this time will equal the number
previously set.)

® Half stitch switch

• Ifthis switch o is pressed while the sewing machine has been stopped during sewing, the needle can then be
~ moved Lip and down: (It will not move after thread trimming has been carried out.)

® Stitch length change switch

The stitch tength changes alternately between two different stitch length settings each time this switch © is
pressed.
OFF.... Sewingis carried out usingthe stitch lengthset by feed adjustmentdial UO (longerstitchlength).
ON Sewing is carried out using the stitch lengthset by feed adjustment dialD © (shorter stitch length).
(Refer to page for details.)

9-10. Using the knee switch (2)8BLC-btfl-cd-ds

When the knee switch © is pressed, the presser fool is raised.

Furthermore, the knee switch O can also be used as an al
ternating presser foot movement change switch by changing
the setting for DIP switch DIPA-4 inside the motor control
box. (Refer to pagel 8 )
* However, if this is done, the presser foot lifting function

will not be available.
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10. SEWING

10. SEWING

CAUTION

A eAttach all safety devices before using the sewing machine. If the machine is used
without these devices attached, injury may result

Al •Turn off the power switch at the following times, otherwise the machine may
operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in injury.
• When threading the needle
• When replacing the needle and bobbin
• When not using the machine and when leaving the machine unattended
. When using a clijth motor, ^e motor wilt keep turning even after the power is
. switched off as a result of-the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully
before starting work.

A •Do not touch any of the moving parts or place any objects against the machine
while sewing, as this may result in personal iryury or damage to the machine.

10-1. Sewing

1. Turn on the,power switch.
2. Depress the treadle to start sewing.

10-2. Backtacking

(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

28

When the reverse lever O or the qirick reverse switch©
is pressed during sewing, the feed direction will be reversed.
When it is released, the feed direction will return to normal.
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11. THREAD TENSION

11-1. Adjusting the thread tension

Good even stitches

11.THREAD TENSION

I Upper thread tension too strong or lower thread tension too weak

Upper thread tension too weak or lowerthread tension too strong

Lower thread tension

CAUTION

• Turn off the power switch before adjusting the thread tension, otherwise the
machine may operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result
in injury.
* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is

switched off as a result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully
before starting work-

comes stronger

Upper thread tension

Becomes stronger

^ B esstronger

ecomes weaker

8BL •8BLC-BTTI-CD-DS

Turn the adjustment screw O to adjust the lower thread ten
sion.

Alter the lower thread tension has been adjusted, adjust the
upper thread tension so that a good, even stitch is obtained.
1. Lower the presser loot.
2. Adjust by turning the thread tension nut ©.

* Adjustso that the two nuts © are tightened to the same
degree ol tension.
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11.THREAD TENSION

• Upper thread tension

Becomes stronger

Becomes weaker

Becomesstrortge

Q |/rBecorne_sweaker

2SBU9SBLC-Bm-CI>-05

11-2. Adjusting the presser foot pressure

Correct Stitches

— Upper thread '

Skipped stitches occur

Uneven stitch length

r

1. 1 .
Stitches are puckered

V

, ^ ^ > 1"

J

/

Becomes stronger

Becomes weaker

After the lower thread tension has been adjusted, adjust the
upper thread tension so that a good, even stitchis obtained.
1. Lower the presser foot.
2. Adjust by turning the thread tension nut

* Adjust the right threadusing the right-side nut 0, and ad
just the left thread using the jeft-side nut0.

C '
• Increase the pressure.

)
- •,

• Decrease the pressure.

V >

• If the presser adjusting dial O is turned clockvrise, the presser
foot pressure will become stronger, and if His turned coun
terclockwise, the pressure will become weaker.

• The presser foot pressure should be as weak as possible,
but strong enough so that the material does not slip.
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11. THREAD TENSION

11-3. Adjusting the trailing length after thread trimming (2)8BLC-btfl-ci>ds

65~80mm

Longer

Shorter

Adjust by turnirtg the pretension O.
• At the timesOl thread trimming, the thread tension is loos

ened and tension is applied bythe pretension O only.
• The standard trailing length for the upper thread is 65 - 60

mm(when the highest needleposition stop function has been
set to ON).

• If the tiension ofthe pretension O is increased, the lengths of
the threads trailing from the needle tips willbe reduced; ifthe
tension is reduced, the lengths will be increased.
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12. CLEANING

12. CLEANING

CAUTION

• Turn off the power switch before carryingout cleaning, otherwise the machine
may operate ifthe treadle is pressed by mistake, ^which could result in injury.
* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is

switched off as a result ofthe motor's inertia. Wait until "^e motor stops fully
before starting work.

• Be sure to wear protective goggles and gloves when handlingthe lubricating oil.
so that no oil gets into your eyes or onto your skin, otherwise inflammation can
resulL

A • Use both hands to hold the machine head when tilting it back or returning rt to its
original position. If only one hand is used, the weight of the machine head may cause
your hand to slip, and your hand may get caught

12-1. Daily cleaning procedures

• The following cleaning operations should be carried out each day in order to maintain the performance of this machine and to
ensure a long service life. ....
Furthermore, if the sewing machine has not been used for a long period of time, carry out the following cleaning procedures

32

before using it again.

Cleaning

1. Open slide plate, and then remove the bobbin.
2. Remove any thread scraps from inside the rotary hook.
3. Install the bobbin.
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9 Lubrication

Ltopcr ic<«<c«ct toic

Cheddng

to

12. CLEANING

Use only white spindle oil specified by Seiko.

1. II the oil level drops to the lower relerence line on the oil
gauge O. add more oil.
Remove the screw O. and then pour lubricating oil into the
oil tank Irom the filler hole until the"oil level reaches the upper
relerence lineon the oilgauge O.. '

2. II oil has coll^ed inthe poly oHer O, unscrew and remove
the poly oiler 0 and discard the ojl which itcontains.

3. Screw the poly oilerO back intothe oilpan O.

1. Checkthaljtheupper threads have been threaded correctly.
(Refer to 'page23.)

2. Check that the end of the needle is-not1jroj|ren.' l". .7
* Ifthe. end of the needle is broken^the needle*should be

replaced.
3. Carry out a test sewing.
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12. CLEANING

Draining water from the air system (2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS

0

II water has collected in the bottle O. close the cock © and
loosen the knobO byturning it in the direction ofthe arrow to
drain the water.

12-2. Cleaning the oil filter (carry-out-once.a-month)

If the filter O is dirty, or if the amount of oil consumption iri-
creases dramatically, remove the two screws © and the two
screws.O.•and then remove the filter O. Clean.or replaqejhe
fitter O as required.
" The two screws © have a length'of 8 mm,and the screws

© have a length of 19 mm. Be carefulnot-tb. get the screws
© and o mbcedtip when installing the titterO.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

CAUTION

(S)

o

o

A

Maintenance and inspection of the sewing
machine should only be carried out by
qualified personnel.

1Ask your SEIKO dealer or a qualified
electrician to carry out any maintenance
and inspection of the electrical system.

•If any sefety devices have been removed,
be absolutely sure to re—install them to
their original positions and check that
they operate correctly before using the
machine.

t Use both hands to hold the machine head
head when tilting it back or returning it to
its original position. If only one hand is
used, the weight of the machine head may
cause your hand to slip, and your hand
may get caught.

A

A

A

I w i «

• Turn off the power switch and
disconnect the power cord from the wall

outlet at the following times.otherwise

the machine may operate if the treadle
is pressed by mistake .which could result
in injury.
• When carrying out inspection,

acijustment and maintenance
• When replacing consumable parts

such as the rotary hook
. When using a clutch nriotor.the motor

will-keep -tuming even after the power
is switched off as a result of the
mbtor*s inertia. Wait until the motor
stops l^lly before starting woric

• Disconnect the air hoses from tiie air
supply and wait for the needle ori the
pressure gauge to drop to 0 before
carryingout inspection,acljustment and
repair of any parts which use the
pneumatic equipment.

• If the power switch and air need to be
left on when carrying out some
adjustment,be extremely careful to
observe all safety precautions.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-1. Adjusting the machine head

13-1-1, Adjusting the thread tension spring

5 r 10 mm
0

Weaker

36

B Thread tension spring position
The standard operating range for the thread tension spring O is
5-10 mm. • • •

. 1. Loosen the screw O and then turn the stopper O to adjust
the operating range.

2. Tighten the screw ©.

B Thread tension spring tension •
The standard .tension for the thread tension spring O is 0.39 -
0.78.N {40 - 80'gf).
1. Loosen the nut O.
2. Loosenthe screw 0^ arKi then turnthe tension adjusting stud

©to adjusit the tension.
3. Tighten the screw'O, and thentighten the nutO.
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13-1-2. Adjusting the feed dog height
r'

0,5 mm

J
W//A I

^ I ifc./ 0~\»

Thestandard height when the teed dog O isat Us highest posi
tionabove the needle plate 0 is 0.5 mm.
1. Turn the machine pulley to set the teed dogO toitshighest

position.
2. Tilt back the machine head.
3. Loosen the boltO. and then move the feed bracket O up or

down toadjust the height of thefeed dog O.
4. Tighten the bolt 0.

13-1-3. Adjusting the needle bar height

eBL/BBLC-BTTL-CO-DS

(Relerence) Needle bar heigW
b: 19 mm(trom neetSeplatesettingsurlace)
c: 16.5 mm (liom top of neecSeplate)

?8BL-^eBLC-BTFl-CD-DS

0 ?f)e<nml le

(Reieience) Needle bai neight
d 20 6 mm (liom needle piaie selling surface)
e 18 3 mm (liom top d needle piaie)

Setthefeed adjustment dials tothe minimum settings. The dis
tances from thesetting surface of the.needle plate © when the
needle barO is at its lowest position are as givenbelow.

Set so that the distance trom the setting surface of the
needle plate © to the end of the needle bar.O is19
fnm. BBiySBLC-BTFL-CO-DS

Set so that the distance fromthe setting surface of the
needle plate © to the bottom of the needle damp ©is

• 20.8 mm. 2eBi>2BBLC-Bm-ci>-D5
1. Remove the rubber cap ©.

3. WmSmaSiine pultey tosefthe neeS^rOto its lowest
position.

4. Loosenthe screw©. and then movethe needle bar O up or
down to adjust the height of the needle barO above the
setting surface of the needle plate ©.
(At this time, the standard distance can be obtained fairly
closely by aligning upper reference tine "(§)" on the n^dle
barO with the bottom edge of theneedle bar bracket 0.)

5. Securely tighten the screw O.
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13.STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-1-4. Adjusting the needle and rotary hook timing
^

1.4 mm

2 mm

i

38

® ® ^^
'o

Set the feed adjustment dials to the minimum settings. Then
turn the machine pulley to raise the needle bar from its lowest
position to the point where "G" is visible inthe window of the belt
guard O. The rotary hooktipO shouldbe alignedwith the cen
ter of the needle at this time.
Furthermore, the clearance between the needle and the rotary
hook tip O should be 0.02 - 0.1 mm when the needle guard 0
is not touching the needle.
NOTE:

• Be sure to adjust the clearance between the needle and the
rotary hook tip after adjusting the needle and rotary hook
timing.

• The rotary hook O rotates twice for each single rotation of
the machine pulley. Consequently, the rotary hook O will
rotate twice during a single stroke of the opener O.
Carry out the following adjustments when the opener O is at
Its closest position to the rotary hook O.

• Needle and rotary hook timing
1. Set the feed adjustment dials to the minimum settings.
2. Remove the needle plate.
3. Hit back the machine head.

4. Loosen the bolt O.
5. Turn the machine pulley to raise the needle bar from its low

est posHioh to the point where "G" Is visible in the window of
the belt guard O.
(The needle will rise 2 mm, and the distance from the needle

. hole to the rotary hook tip O will be 1.4 mm.)
^6.' Turn the rotary hook O to align the rotary hook tip © with

the center of the needle, and then securely tighten the bolt

• Clearance between needle and rotary hook tip
7. Turnthe bolt (right) O clockwise so that the needle guard 0

is away from the needle. (Refer to the illustration in 13-1-5
on page 65 for the position of the bolt (right) O.)

8. Loosen the bolls O and 0.
9. Turn the horizontal hook base collar (B) clockwise so that

side® of the horizontal hook base <D gently touches the
bed worked surface B. In this condition, move the horizontal
hook base 0 to the left or right to adjust so that the clear
ance between the needle and the rotaryhooktip© becomes
0.02 - 0.1 mm.

10. Tighten the boil 0.
11.Tighten the bolt O.
12.Install the needle plate©. At this time, insert the stopper0

of the inner rotaryhook into the notch in the needle plate ©.
13.Adjust the position of the needle guard O. (Refer to page
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13-1 -5. Adjusting the needle guard position

/
1 © N

h-O

Touching by 0.1 - 0.2 mm

13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

Turn the machine pulley to raise the needle bar Irom its lowest
positionto the pointw^ere "G" is visible in the window oJthe belt
guard O- The needle guard G should touch the needle by 0.1•
0.2.mm at this time.

1. Firstcarryout the "Needleand rotaryhook timing" and "Clear
ance between needle and rotary hook tip" adjustments. (Re
fer to page 38)

2. Tilt back the machine head.
3. Turn the bolt (right) O to adjust so that the needle guard Q

touches the needle by 0.1 - 0.2 mm.
* Itthe bolt (right) 0 is turned clockwise, the needle guard

G will moveaway fromthe needle, and if itis turnedcounter
clockwise, the needle guard 0 will move toward the
needle.

13-1-6. Adjusting the needle and feed mechanism timing

SLf^.

Straight up

• Horizontal feed direction
Set the feed adjustrhent dials to the maximum settings. Then
turn the machine pulley until "B" is visible in the window of the
belt guard. Then adjust so that the needle and the feed dog do
not move even whenthe reverse leverO is mov^ up and down
at this time.
1. Remove the bed upper cover G
2. Set the feed adjustment dial to the maximum settings.

For models with (2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS specifications,
set feed adjustment dial U to the maximum setting.

3. Loosen the two set screws 0.
4. Turnthe machine pulley until "B" is visible in the window of

the beltguard. '. j v -
5. Turn the lower feed cam O until the set Screw © nearest to

you (atthe front relative to the direction ofpulley rotation) is
provisionally lacing straight up.

6. Turnthe lowerfeed cam O graduallyuntil itis at the position
where the needle and the feed dog do not move even when
the reverse lever O is moved up and down.

7. Tighten the twoset screws 0.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

0.5 mm

V////A \

13-1-7. Adjusting the opener position

0.5 - 0.7 mm

40

J

• Vertical feed direction .
Set the teed adjustment dials to the minimum settings. Then
adjust as follows so thatthe feeddogO isat itshighest position
(0.5 mm abovethe topofthe needleplate6) when the needle
bar is at its lowest position.
1. Loosen the two set screws O.
2. Turn the machine pulley to set the needle bar to its lowest

position.
3. Turn feed camUD O to align the point 0 of teedcam UD O

with the center line of feed rod UD O.
4. Tightenthe set screws O.

-v Adjust so that the clearance between the needle plate 0 and
the stopper O ofthe inner rotaryhook 0 is 0.5 - 0.7 mmwhen
the opener O is at its closest position to the inner rotary hook
0.
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0.5 • 0.7 mm

9.4 mm

\ r

y

13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

1. Turn the machine pulley to move the openerO in direction
"a* (opening direction), and then loosen thesetscrew 0.

2. Turn the machine pulley to move the openerO in direction
"b" (closing direction), and then loosen thesetsaewO.

3. Turn the machine pulley to move the opener O as close lo
the innerrotary hook© as possible.

4. While pressing the opener O against the inner rotary hook
© with your finger, adjust so thattheclearance l)etween the
needle plate © and the stopper O of the inner rotary hook ©
is 0.5 - 0.7 mm.

5. Tighten the set screwO.
6. Tum the machine pulley to move the openerO in direction

"a" (opening direction), and then tighten thesetscrew 0.
(Reference) Opener stroke

The distance from thetip ofthe openerO to the Inside ofthe
bed isapproximately 9.4 mm when the opener O has moved
as far as it will go indirection "a" (opening direction).
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-1-8, Adjusting the presser foot height

lO .S

9 mm

s

o

42

The standard heigh! ofthe outer presser foot® is 9 mm whenit
is raised by the presser lifter bar O.
1. Remove the belt guards.
2. Loosenthe presser adjusting dialO, to release the presser

foot pressure.
3. Raise the presser lifter bar O and then loosen the screw O.
4. Remove the lace plate ©.,
5. t^ovethe outerpresser bar,0 up or downto adjust so that

the height of the outer presser foot 0 is 9 mm.
While the stojsper pin O is louchirig against the notch © in
the presser loot lifterconnection O and while pushing the
presser lifter shaft O so that there Is no play in the thrust
direction, tighten the screw O.
* Tighten the screw O while presser bar lifter cam A QD Is

meshed with presser bar lifter cam B 0 as shown in the
Itustration.

Turn the presser adjusting dial O to adjust the presser foot
pressure. (Refer to page 30.)
Install the belt guards. (Refer to page 7.)

6.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-1-9. Adjusting the alternating presser foot movement amount

©

\

Maximum 7 mm

45.5 mm
7^. 45.5 mm

• Maximum alternating presser loot movement amount
Carryout the following adjustment to set the maximum aiternal*
ing movement amounts for the inner presser foot O and outer
presser foot© to the maximum of7 mm.
1. Remove the upF>er plate.
2. Lift up adjustingbracket UD 0 so that adjustingbracket col

lar UD 0 touches the stopper support plate O.
3. Loosen the bolt G and turn connecting lever CD0 to adjust

so that the distance from the outer edge of the screw © to
the outer edge of the pin O is 45.5 mm at this time. Then
tighten the bolt0.

• When installing the upper plate, set the altemating presser
foot movement dial to the "1" position.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

c
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44

7777^

• Inner presser toot and outer presser foot movement
amounts

Carry out the following adjustment to make the movement
amounts for the inner presser foot O and outer presser foot O
equal when the presser feet are lowered and the machine pul
ley is turned.
1. First, carry out the "Feed dog height", "Needle bar height"

and "Needle and feed mechanism timing" adjustments. (Re
fer to pages 58. 59 and 66.).

2. Set the feed adjustment dials to the maximum settings.
3. Rernove the rubber cap O.
4. Tum the alternating presser foot movement dialO to the "3"

position^
5. Loosen the screw ©.
6. Turn the machine pulley toward you to align the tip of the

needle and the top of the feed dog O with the top of the
needle plate O.

7. Move the connecting lever O to adjust so that both the inner
presser fool O and outer presser foot O are in contact with
the top of the needle plate O at this time. Then tighten the
screw ©.
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13-1-10. Adjusting the presser foot timing
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

When thepresser leet are lowered and the machine pulley is
turned toward you, the inner presser loot should touch the feed
dog before the needle arrives atthe feed dog. Then when the
needle lifts up. the tip of theneedle should move away from the
feed dog before the inner presserfoot moves away.
1. Remove the upper cover.
2. Loosen the two screws O.
3. Turn themachine pulley until *C" is visible in the window of

the belt guard 0 (highest take-up lever position).
4. Tum inner presser cam UD ©to adjust sothat the p)oint O of

inner pressercam UD O is facing straight up. .
5. Tighten thescrewsO.
• When installing the upperplate, .set the alternating presser

foot movement dial to the "1" position.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-2. Adjusting the thread trimmer (2)8blc-btr.^cd-ds

13-2-1. Adjuisting the fixed knife position

13-2-2. Adjusting the knife timing position

n

5:5 mm

The distance from the groove of sFide piate to the fixed knife Q
should be 26 mm. Furthermore, the distance from the edge o
the needle plate to the left edge of the tip of the fixed knHe C
should be 4 mm.

1. Loosen 4he two bolts
2. Adjust the position of the fixed knife O, and thentighten the

bolts G.

• After adjusting'ike^ position of thefixed knife O, adjust the
knife timing lotion. I '

• Adjust soi.th^ the driving knife G starts touching the fixed
knife G at a pTOltiori 5.5mm along thefront edgeofthedriv
ing khife-(0jr IiV

1. Turn the.machlne pulleyuntil "D* is visible In the window of
the belt guard. (This is to set the drivingImife G so that itcan
then be moved by Hand.)

2. Loosen the two bolts G
3. Move the driwng knife G to the leftor rightto adjust its posi

tion, and then tighten the bolts G.
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13-2-3. Adjusting the driving knife height

0.3- 0.4 mm

n A

28BL/*2eBLC-Bm-CO-DS

13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

The clearance between thelower blade edge of the driving knife
O and the lower surface of the inner rotary hook © should be
0.3.- 0.4 mm.

1. Turn the machine pulley until "D" is visible in the window of
the bell guard. (Thisis to set the driving knife O so that itcan
then be moved by hand.)

2. Loosen the two set screws O.
3. Tilt back the machine head.
4. Loosen the two set screws O, the bolt © and the bolt ©.
5. Move thedriving knife shaftO upordown toadjust theposi

tion of thedriving knife 0-V\
6. Clampthe hprizontal hookBase ® with the set screwcollars

O and ©', and then tightentBeset screws © and O to se
cure the driving knifeshaft O.
* Check that the driving knife shaft O turns smoothly at this

time with no.vertical play. .
7. Provisionally tighten the boll 0 and the bolt©.
• After this, cany out the procedures in "Adjusting the driving

knife stop position" and"Adjusting thedriving knife operating
position". (Refer to page 49.)

For 28BL;»BLO-Bm-CI>-DS

Adjusting the height of the left driving knife is done in the same
way as for the right driving knife, but be sure to note the follow
ing points.
• The positionsof the set screws O. bolt © and driving knife

shaft O are as shown in the illustration at left.
• Whentightening the set ^rews O instep 6. tighten themso

that one is facing to the front and the other is facing to the
left. (Makie sure that the notch (§) is..positioned so that the
collar bolt® does not touch the collar ©.)
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-2-4. Adjusting the driving knife stop position

0
O

The distance from the blade of the fixed knife O to the end o
the driving knifeO should be 0.5 mm when the drivira knife C
has moved as far as possible toward the fixedknife Q.

Tilt back the machine head.
2. Turnthe machine pulleyto move the roller O of the drivinj

knife arm 0 to the outermost side (light side)of the threai
trimmer cam 0.

3. Loosen the bolt 0.
4. Movethe drivingknife O so that the distance between thi

blade of the fixedknife0 to the end of the driving knife O i
0.5 mm, and then tighten the boH0.

Tighten the bolt 0 so that the driving knife arm 0 is firmi;
in contact with the horizontal hook base O.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMElifS

13-2-5. Adjusting the driving knife operating position

li

28BL/28BLO-BTFL-GD-DS 24 mm

0.1 mm

"N

• The standard distance from theleft side of driving knife arm
AO to the screw lip on the plunger ©of the thread trimming
solenoid is 2 mm.

• The clearance between the outermost side (right sidej of the
thread trimmer cam © and the roller O of the driving knife
arm should be 0.1 mm.

1- Tflt back the machine head.
2. Loosen the bolt 0.
3. Turn theplunger 0 ofthethread trimming solenoid so that

the distancefrom the left side ofdriving knHe armAO to the
screw tip ontheptunper © ofthe thread trimming solenoid is
2 mm, and then tighten the bolt ©.

4. Loosen the bolt 0.
5. Set the plunger © to the position whereit projects as faras

possible to the left. .y : \
6. Turn the machine pulley to movethe roller O of the driving

knife armto the putermostside (right ade) ofthe thread trim
mer cam©.

7. fyflove the roller O so that the clearance between the outer
most side (right side) of the thread trimmer earn © and the
roller O is 0.1 mm, and then tighten the bolt*©.

28BLy28BLC-BTFL-CD-DS
Referto the following whenadjusting the operating pos'rtion for
the left drmng knife.
• The standard distance between the solenoid setting plate 0

and the thread trimmer solerioid arm 0 is 24 mm when the
plunger © of the thread trimmer solenoid is extended to the
left as far as Hwill go.

• Set the clearance between the outermost side (leftside) 61
the rim of the thread trimmer cam (D and the roller 0 of the
driving knife arm to 0.1 mm.

1. Tilt back the machine head.
2. Loosen the bolt 0.
3. Move the plunger © so that it is extended to the left as far as

it will go.
4. Turn the plunger O so that the distance between the sole

noid setting plate 0 and the thread trimmer solenoid arm 0
is 24 mm, and then tighten the bolt 0.

5. Loosen the boll ©.
6. Move the plunger © once more so that it is extended to the

left as far as Awill go.
7. Turn the machine pulley to move the roller © of the driving

knife arm to the outermost side (left side) of the rim of the
thread trimmer cam ©.
Move the roller © so that the cleararrce between the outer
most side (left side) of the rim of the thread trimmer cam 0
and ihe roller ® is 0.1 mm.and then tighten the bolt 0.

8
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13.STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-2-6. Adjusting the thread holding spring position

1.4 -1.6 mm

13-2-7. Adjusting the thread trimming timing

D_a=^

m

50

• The thread holding spring O holds the lower thread alter
thread trimming to prepare it for the next sewing (deration.

• The clearance between the thread holding spring O and the
side of the fixed knife O should be 1.4 -1.6 mm.

1. Loosen the two screws O.
2. Move the thread holding spiingO to adjust itsposition, and

then tightenthe screws O.

The center of the pin O. the center of the reference hole O and
the center of the toilerO ofthe driving Imifearm should be in a
straight fine when fhe-ma^ine-puiieyTs turned so'thai*C" is
visiblejh the vvinddw-of-the belt-guard.
1. Tum the machine pulley unt9 "C*is visible in the window of

ri.- the belt guard. — " "
2. Tilt back the machine head. . •^ : ; i .
3. Loosen the tirree tolts O. •'
4. Tum the thread trimmer cam 0 to adjust the position of the

thread trimmer cam 0 so that the center of the pin O. the
center of the reference hole 0 and the center of the roller 0
of the driving knife arm are in a straight line.

5. Tighten the bolts O.
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13-2-8.Adjusting the tension release amount

0.8 -1.0

0.8-l.Onvn

13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

The standard opening amount for the tension discs O is 0.8•
1,0 mm when the thread is trimmed.
1. Remove Ihe upper cover.
2. Lower the presser feet.
3. Push Uie solenoid0 by hand to turnh on.
4. Loosen the nut O and turn the nut O to adjust so that the

tension discs O open by 0.8 • 1.0 mm at this time.
* The tension discs O open in accordance with the tight

ness of the nut O.
5. Tighten the nut ©.
* When installing the upper plate, set the alternating presser

foot movement dial to the "1" position.

51
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

13-3. Adjusting the rotary hook lubrication amount

A CAUTION

A
• When checking the rotary hook lubrication, do not touch movingparts such as the rotary hook, needle and needle

bar with yourfinger or paper nor push them with other objects, otherwise injury or damage to the machine may
result

Adjust the rotary hook lubrication amount bythe following procedure.
* Be sure to adjust the rotary hooklubrication ariiount whenever the rotary hook is replaced.

Spattered oil

Too much Correct Too little

• Checkirig the lubrication amount
After adjusting thg lubrication adjustment screw, run thesewing
machine loir, aijproximately 1 minute to allowthe lubrication
amountto stabilizebeforecheckingthe lubrication amount.
1. Insert the lubrication amount check sheet O from the right

side ofthe rotary hook and hold it there.Then run thesewing
machine at high speed for 10 seconds.
(Any type of paper can be used as the lubrication amount
check sheet O.)

2. Check the amount of oilwhich has spattered onto the lubri
cation amouiil (^eck sheet O.
(After approximatety 10seconds, thearnounl of oil spattered
by the rotary hook should be as showri in the illustration at
left.) x .;.-r.

• Adjustirig tfie lubrication amount
1. Open slide plate O.,
2. Turn the machine pulley to rotate the rotary hook until the

lubrication adjustment screw O becomes visible.
3. Turn the lubrication adjustment screw O approximately 45*

to adjust the lubrication amount.
If the lubrication adjustmentscrew O is turned clockwise,
the lubrication amount decreases, and ifit is tumed coun
terclockwise, the lubrication amount Increases.

4 Checkthe lubrication amount againaccording to the proce
dure given in "Checking the lubrication amount" above.
Turn the lubrication adjustment screw © approximately 45*
and then checkthe lubrication amount; repeat this proce
dure until the lubrication amount is correct.

(Reference)
If thelubrication adjustrhent screw © iscontinually tightened
until it becomes stiffer to turn, this indicates that the mini
mum lubrication amount setting has been reached. (Do not
tightenany more than this.)
Adjust the position of the screw within a maximum of one
rotation from this point.

• For 28eL/28eLC-BTFL-CD-DS ,adjust the lubrication amou
for the left rotary hook in the same way.
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13-4. Replacing the timing belt
• Removing the timing belt

r \

® \ / ^

In

^ i)•f j^l 1J
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I

5 mm

"TTini

55 mm

13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

1. Removethe bell guards.
(For models with (2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS specifications,
remove the synchronizer at the time also 0, while reterrinc
to page 9 .)

2. Remove the uppercover.
3. Tiltback the machine head.
4. Remove the timing belt O from the lower belt pulley O
5. Loosen the screw 0 of the feed adjusting lever O which is

attached tothe reverse stitching lever shaft O.

Remove the reverse stitching lever screw 0.
Loosen the screw O by half a turn, and then remove the
reverse stitching lever plate O fromthe reverse stitching le
ver shaft O.
* Be careful not to use too much force when removing the

reverse stitching lever plate O.
Remove the reverse stitching lever O and the spring ®.
Remove the three bolts and then remove the washer 0.

10. Pull the reverse stitching lever shaft 0 so thai it projects 5 •
mm from retaining ring E
* If the reverse stitching lever shaft O is pulled out bymore

than 5 mm, the parts inside the arm will become disen
gaged and assernbly will become more difficult.

* Be careful not to damage the reverse stitching lever shaft
O.

11. Remove the washer (D and retaining ring E© trom the re
verse stitching lever shaft O.

12. Hold the flat parts at the end ot the reverse stitching lever
shaft O withpliers and turn the shaft while pushing it back
inside the arm.
(The rubber plug 0 will come out of the arm.)

13. Pull the reverse stitching lever shaft O 55 mm out from the
arm to allow space for the timing beltO to pass inside the
arm.

* II the reverse stitching lever shaft O is pulled out more
than 55 mm, the parts inside the arm will become disen
gaged and assembly will become more difficult.
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13. STANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

Installing the timing belt

^ Screw slop

54

14. Loosen the two set screws ©, remove the screw ® and th
washer ©, and then remove the machine pulley from th
upper shaft 0.

15. Loosen the two set screws 0, and then take out the bearin

16. Remove the timing bell O from the hole in the arm.

Insert the new timing belt O into the hole in the arm, ani
provisionally hook itonto the upper beltpulley ®.
• Do not bend or break the timing belt O, otherwise th<

glass fibers inside the timing belt O may become broker
Place the bearing ® onto the upper shaft ©, push the beai
ing® into the hole iri.thearm as far as the flange, and thei
tighten the set screws
Place the machinepulley onto the upper shaft ©, and the
tighten the set screws © and the screw
NOTE; Install themaclilne pulley so thattheset screw © o

the turning direction side of the pulley is aligned wit
the V-shaped screw stop on the uppershaft ©.

Set the feed adjustment dial to the "2"position.
For models with (2)8BL'C-BTFL-CD-DS specifications,
set feed adjustment dial U to the "2" position.
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13.STAFslDARD ADJUSTMENTS

5. Insert Ihe reverse slilching levershaft 0 through the loop of
the timing beltO.

6. Push the reverse stitching lever shaft O out5 mm from the
groove for installing retaining ring E0.
' If the reverse stitching lever shaft e is pulled out by more

than 5 mm, the parts inside the arm will become disen
gaged and assembly will become more difficult.

7. Install retaining ring E © to the reverse stitching levershaft
O.

8. Pushthe reverse stitching lever shaft 0 all theway into the
arm. (Push in until retaining ring E 0 is against the deeper
part of the hollow.)

9. Place the washer 0 onto the reverse stitching lever shaft
0.

10. Place the washer 0 onto the reverse slilching lever shaft
0, and then tighten the bolt 0.

11. Check that the reverse stitching lever shaft © turns easily.

12.Hook the spring 0 onto the reverse stitching lever O and
stop pin D© as shown inthe illustration, and theninsert the
reverse stitchinglever shaft O intothe reverse stitching le
ver O.

13. Place the reverse stitching lever plate © onto the reverse
stitching lever shaft 0, and then tightenthe reverse stitch
ing lever screw O.

14.Tighten the screw O.
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listANDARD ADJUSTMENTS

9.3 mm

56

15.Set theteed adjustment dial to theminimum setting.
16. Tilt back the machine head.
17. Set that the distance between the reverse stitching lever O
. and stop pin U© to 9.3 mm, and then push the connecting

plate BT ©sothat the reverse stitching lever plate O touches
against the reverse stitching lever O.
In this condition, tighten thescrew © oi theteed adjusting
lever O.

18.Set the feed adjustment dial to the maximum setting.
19.Pushthe reverse stitching lever O and check that it moves

easily. .
* If it moves stiffly, itindicates that thefeed adjusting lever

Qwas moved tothe left and right in step 17, so carry out
the following to adjust. •
® Set thefeedadjustment dial to the minimum setting.
(D Tilt back the machine head.
(D Loosenthe screw © aridthenmove thefeed adjusing

lever O to the left br right to adjust. ^'
® Repeat the procedure insteps 17 to 19.

20. Installthe rubber plug © to the arm.
21. Tum the machine pulley to move the thread take-up lever to

its highest position.
22. Turn the lower belt pulley 0 to align the mark on the left

side of the lower belt pulley 0 withthe center line of the oil
tube setting hole 0 in lower shaft bushing B©.

23. In this position, hook the timing belt O onto the lower belt
pulley0.

24. Carry out a test sewing and check that the stitch lengths are
the same when sewing forward and backtacking.
* Ifthe forward and backtack stitch lengths are different, it

indicates that the distance between the reverse stitching
lever 0 and stop piri U © in step 17 is not 9.3 mm.
Repeat the procedure from step 15 to adjust.

25. After setting the alternating presser foot movement dial to
the "1" position, install thie upper plate.

26. Install the belt guards. (Referto page 8 .)
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14. REPLACING GAUGE PARTS (CHANGING THE NEEDLE GAUGE

14. REPLACING GAUGE PARTS (CHANGING THE NEEDLE GAUGE)

CAUTION

• Replacement of gauge parts should only be carried out by a qualified technician.

eTum off the power switch and disconnect the power cord before replacing the gauge partis,
otherwise the machine will operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake,which could result
in injury.
* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is switched

off as a result of the motor s inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully before starting work.

o •Gauge parts should only be replaced with parts specified by SEIKO.
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14.REPLACING GAUGE PARTS (CHANGING THE NEEDLE GAUGE)

58

>C

1. Remove parts O to O as shownin the illustration.
• Use the accessory iscrewdriver to loosenthe boll (D in

side the needle bar O. and then remove the needle clamp

2. Tilt back the machine head.

3. Loosen the bolls 0 and ©.
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Projection

14. REPLACING GAUGE PARTS (CHANGING THE NEEDLE GAUGE)

4. Loosen the two bolts 0 andthe tvt^o bolls0 bythe horizonal
movement amount of the honzonfai hook base L 0 and R

5. Install the replacement feed dog and needle plate.

6. Install the replacement needle clamp 0 to the needlebar O
with the bolt 0.
* At this time, insert the projection of the needle clamp 0

into the notch ® in the needle bar.
7. Install the two needles into the needle clamp 0.
8. Carry out the steps in "Adjusting the needle bar hefgTif,

"Needle and rotary hook timing", "Adjusting the needle guard
position" and "Adjusting the opener position" while referring
to pages 40- 41 •

9. Install the replacement inner presser foot and outer presser
foot.
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15. INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET (SINGLE NEEDLE TO TWIN NEEDLE)

15. INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET (SINGLE
NEEDLE TO TWIN NEEDLE)

60

CAUTION

0 Installation of parts should only be carried out by a qualified technician.

A •Turn off the power switch and disconnect the power cord before repladng^e.gauge parts,
otherwise the machine will operate if the treadle is pressed by.mistiake.wliich'could result
In iryury. ^ '
* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep tuming'eyeh' after the power is switched

off as a result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the rnotor stops fully before starting work.
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15. INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET (SINGLE NEEDLE TO TWIN NEEDLE)

1. Remove parts O to © as shownin the Illustration.
2. Tilt back the machine head.

^ 3. Loosen the bolt (E) and the two set screws
4. Pull the lower shaft 0 out from the left.
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15. INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET {SINGLE NEEDLE TO TWIN NEEDLE)

I

cf> Front

62

5. Provisionally install horizontal hook base L(D to the bed with
the two bolts 0.

6. Loosen the two bolls 0 enough so that horizontal hook base
R 0 can be moved to the left and right.

7. Install the leed dog and needleplate for twin needle use.

8. Loosen the screw ©, and then pull the needle bar © up to
remove it.

9. Insert the needle bar ® for twin-needle use from above, and
then provisionally tighten it inplacewith the screw©. (The
notch ® should face toward the front.)
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15.INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET(SINGLE NEEDLE TO TWIN NEEDLE]

Prqiection

10. Install the needle clamp ® for twin-needle use to the needh
bar © with the boll ©.

11. Install the two needles to the needleclamp

12. Pass the tower shaft @ for twin-needle use through horizon
tal hook base L <Dand horizontal hook base R ®.

13. Tighten the two set screws ®, so that the front set screw.GI
is at screw stop @ when seen fromthe machinepulley turn
ing direction.

14. Carry out the ac^ustmenls described in sections 13-1-3,13*
1-4, 13-1-5,13-1-7 and 13-3. •
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15.INS1ALLINli IHt CONVtKiilUN KAtllb i>tl (t>iNlaLt IMttULt TOTWIN NEEDLE)

\

n

170

@

64

Lead wire

Filler

Filler

15. Forthread Irimming specifications,secure the lead wires tor
both horizontal hook base L (D and horizontal hook base R
0 to the terminal block ® with the two screws 0.
Adjust horizontal hook base L(D and horizontal hook base
R© while referring to the "Threadtrimming" sections (13-2-
1 to 13-2-7).

16. Disconnect oil lube 190, and connect oil tubes 170 and 300
as shown in the illustration.

17. Install the pans for the left thread hook as shown in the illus
tration.
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15. INSTALLING THE CONVERSION PARTS SET (SINGLE NfchULE lU I WIN NEtULc,

18. Remove the two screws 0 and.the nut 0, loosen the set
screw©, and then remove the tensionplate0.

19. Remove the right thread tension nut, and then replace the
tension adjusting stud 0 and the shoulderpin 0 with the
corresponding parts lor twin-needle use.

20. Remove the nut 0 andthe screw 0, and then replace the
tension adjusting stud 6) andtension spring 0 with thecor
responding parts for twin-needle use. Then install the ten
sionspring guide 0 and tighten the screw® for twin-needle
use.

21. Re-install the tension plate 0 in its original position.
22. Carry out the adjustments descrilDed in sections 13-1-1 and

13-2-8.
23. Install the inner presser foot and outer presser foot for twin-

needle use.
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16. SAFETY EQUIPMENT

16. SAFETY EQUIPMENT

66

If the thread becomestangled up inthe rotary hook during sewing, the lower bell pulley safely equipment will operate to protect
partssuchas the rotary hook and the timing bell from damage. The lower shaft will stoprotating, and only the lower bell pulley
will rotate.

Refer to the following to reset the sewing machine.

CAUTION

A • Turn off the power switch before starting work, otherwise the machine will operate If the
treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in injury.

* When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even after the power is sv^itched off
as a result of the motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fiilly before starting worf^

Becomesslronget

B Resetting the safety equipment.
1. Remove the thread which has become tangled up in the ro

tary hook.
* Do not use a sharp-tipped instrument to do this, otherwise

the rotary hook may become damaged.
2. Insert a screwdriver Into the hole in the lower belt shaft O,

hold the screwdriver so that It does not turn, and then turn
the machine pulley in reverse (clockwise) by hand.

3. Turn the machine pulley again but harder. The safety equip
ment will then be reset.
(Checkthat the locklever© is fitting securely Into the groove
of the lower belt shaft O.)

B Safety equipment engagement strength
The engagement strength of the safety equipment is weakest
when the arrow on the lock lever spring shaft © Is pointing to
wardthe center of the shaft O, and strongestwhenIt Is pointing
toward the outside.

1. Turn the machine pulley to the position where an Allen key
can be inserted into the set screw O.

2. Loosen the set screw 0, and then turn the lock lever spring
shaft O to adjust.

3. After adjusting, securely tighten the set screw ©.
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17. TROUBLESHOOTING

17. TROUBLESHOOTING
• Please check the lollowing points belore calling lor repairs or service.
• Hthe following suggestions do not solve the problem, turn off the machine power supply and contact

your nearest SEIKO dealer.

A CAUTION
Tum off the power switch and disconnect the power cord before carrying out troubleshooting, othenvise the machine
will operate if the treadle is pressed by mistake, which could result in injury.
' When using a clutch motor, the motor will keep turning even alter the power is switched oil as a result of the

motor's inertia. Wait until the motor stops fully before starlingwork,

A • Disconnect the air hoses from the air supply and wait for the needle on the pressure gauge to drop to "O' belore
carrying out inspection adjustment and repair o( any partswhich use the pneumatic equipment.

17-1. Machine head

Problem

1. Upper thread is not tight

2. Lowrer thread is not tight.

3. Loops appear in seam.

Possible cause

• Is the upper thraed tension loo weak, or Is the lower thread tension loo
strong?

. Adjust the upper thread tension or lower thread tension.

• Is the thread tension spring too weak?
Adjust the lensiori ofthethread tension ^ring.

• isthe operating range for the thread take-iip spring too small?
Increase the operating rangeforthe threadtake-upspring.

• Is theclearance between the needle plate and the inner rotary hook stop
per correct?
Acfjust the position of the opener.

Is the lower thread tension too weak, or is the upper thread tension loo
strong?
Adjust the lowerthread tension or upper thread tension.

Is the tip ol the needle burred?
II the tipol the needle is burred, replace the needle.

Is the needle hole facing in the correct direction?
II the direction ofthe hole is incorrect, Install the needlecorrectly.
Is the needle too thin lor the thread?
Replace with a needle w4iich is one rank thicker.

Is the upper thread tension too weak?
Adjust the upper thread tension.

Is the thread tension spring too weak?
Adjust the tension ofthe threadtension spring.
Is the operating range lorthe thread take-upspring too small?
Increase the operating range for the thread take-up spring.

Is the thread pathnot smooth enough?
Use a file with a line grain orsandpaperto polish smooth the threadpath.

Is there loo much thread wound onto the bobbin?
The bobbin winding amount should not be more than B07o.

Is the bobbin winding tension toostrong or too weak?
Wind the thread onto the bobbin at an appropriate tension.
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17.TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem

4. Skipped stitches at sewing
start

68

Thread unravelling at
sewing start

Upper
thread

Possible cause

• Is ihe bobbin turning smoothly?
Pull out the lowerthread to check the turningol the bobbin,and replace the
bobbin it necessary.

• Is the inner rotaryhook tension spring defective?
Replace the rotary hoot '

• Is the bobbin racing? -
Pullthe anti-racing spring up or downto increase the spring tension, or
replace the anti-racing spring.

• Is the rotary hook scratched?
Replace the rotary hook.

• Is iheJeed dog height correct? .
..Adjust tt)e feed dog height ^ that it is 0.5 mm when thefeed dog isat its
' highest positioriiT • .

• Is the needle and teed timing correct?
Adjust the^needje arrdfeed timing.

• Is the ne^le ahd rotary hook timing correct?
After adjusting the needle bar height, adjust the needle and rotary hook
timing.

• Is the clearance between the needle plate and the inner rotary hook^to];^
per correct?^, • ' . •
Adjust the poshion of the opener.

•. is the rotary hook tubricatiori.amount too small?
If the oil level has drc^p^ tothelower reference tine onthe oil gauge, add

. more oil.' ... : .
Adjust the rotary hook lubrication'amount.

'• Is there anyrubbish sticking to the rearofthe innerrotary hook?
Clean the inner rotary hook.

Is the feed dog height correct? '
Adjust the feed dog height so that it is 0.5 mm when the teed dog is at its
highest position.

Are the thread take-up spring tensions too strong?'
Reduce the lensiqrt of the thread1a1(e-up springs.

Is the operating range for the thread take-up spring too large? -'
Decrease the operating range for the thread take-up spring.

is the presser fool pressure too weak?
Adjust the presser foot pressure.

Is the needle too wide?

Try using a needle witha count that is one lower than the current needle.

{2)8BL

Is the thread take-up leverat its highest position at the sewing start?
Set the thread take-uplever to hs highest positionat the sewing start.

Is the length of the upper thread trailing from the needle hole loo short?
Pull about50 mm olthread through the needle hole at the sewing start.
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Problem

5. Skipped stitches occur while
sewing

V.

17. TROUBLESHOOTING

Possible cause

(2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS
• Is the trailing length of the upper thread too short after thread trimming?

Adjust the pretension.
Check ifthe upper thread Is tangled somewhere In the thread path from the
thread stand to the needle tip.

• Are the thread tension discs open during thread trimming?
Adjust the tension release amount.

• Is the thread trimming timing too advanced?
Adjust the thread trimming timing.

• Does the thread holding spring hold the lower thread after thread trimming?
Adjust the position of the thread holding spring.
Ifthe thread holding spring tension is too weak, replace the thread holding
spring.
It the thread holding spring is scratched or damaged, replace the thread
holding spring.

• Is the driving knife damaged?
If the knife is damaged, smooth it with an oiled grindstone or replace iL

• Is the needle tip bent? Is the needle tip blunt?
If the needle tip is bent or broken, replace the needle.

• Is the needle properly installed?
If itIs incorrect install theneedle correctly.

• Is the needle too thin or too thick for the thread?
Replace witha needle which is suitable for the thread.

• Is the machine properly threaded? •
If it is incorrect, thread the thread correctly.

• Are the presser feet riding too high?
Adjust the height of the presser feet.

• Is the presser foot pressure too weak?
Adjust the presser foot pressure.

• Is the rotary hook tip broken or worn?
Sharpen the rotary hook tip or replace the rotary hook.

• Is the height of the needle bar correct?
Adjust the height of the needle bar.

• Is the needle and rotary hook timing correct?
Alter adjusting the needle bar height, adjust the needle and rotary hook
timing.

• Is the needle guard position correct?
Adjust the position of the needle guard.

• Is the needle and feed timing correct?
Adjust the needle and feed timing.
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17.TROUBLESHOOTING

r Problem

6. Uneven seam

7. Upper thread breaks

70

Possible cause

• Is the needle and teed timing correct?
Adjust the needle and feed timing.

• Is the feed dog height correct?
Adjustthe feed dog heightso that it is 0.5 mmwhen the feed dog is at its
highest position.

• Is the presser foot pressure too weak?
Adjust the presser foot pressure.

• Is the needle bent or is the needle tip broken?
Replace the needle if it is bent or broken.

• Is the needle scratched?
Replace the needle.

• Is the needle properly installed?
If it is incorrect, Irtstall the needle correctly.

• is the needle too thin or too thick for the thread?
Replace with a needle which is suitable for the thread.

• Is the upper thread tension too strong or to weak?
Adjust the upper thread terision.

•. Is the tension of the thread take-up spiing too strong or too weak?
Adjust the tension of tfie thread take-up spring.

• Is the.operating range for the thread t^e-upspring too large ortoo small?
Decrease or iricrease the operatingrange forthe thread take-upspring.

• Is the thread path not smooth enough?. . ^
Use a file witha finegrain or sandpaper to polishsmooth the thread path.

• Is the rotary hook tip broken or worn?
Sharpen the rotaryhook tip or replace the rotaryhook.

• Is the rotary hook thread path damaged? '
Smooth the rotary hook thread path or replace the rotary hook.

• Is the clearance between the needle plate and the inner rotaryhook stop
per correct?
Adjust the position of the opener.

• Has the needle been pushed in fully during installation?
Install the needle correctlyl

• Is the height of the needle bar loo low?
Acljust the height of the needle bar.

• Is the needle and rotary hook timing correct?
After adjusting the needle bar height, adjust the needle and rotary hook
timing.

• Is the sewing speed loo fast, causing the thread to break due to heat?
Reduce the sewing machine speed.

• Is the material feeding correctly at sections where the thickness changes
(such as joints and pockets)?
Increase the presser foot pressure.
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Problem

8. Needle breaks

V

//

V

17. TROUBLESHOOTING

Possible cause

• Is the material being pushed or pulled with excessive force during sewing?
• Is the needle properly installed?

If it is incorrect, install the needle correctly.

• Isthe needle bent, is theneedle tip broken, oris theneedle hole blocked?
Replace the needle.

• Is the needle and feed timing correct?
Adjust the needle and feed timing.

• Is the needle arid rotary hook timing correct?
After adjusting the needle bar height, adjust the needle and rotary hook
timing.

• Is the needle guard position correct?
Adjust the position of the needle guard.

Quick reverse sewing, startbacktacking and end backtacking

I .u ^ 4 u- .o (2)8BLC-BTFL-CD-DS• Is the needle down stop position correct?
Adjust the needle down stop position.

— Caution

• It is extremelydangerous to leave any pieces of broken needle stick
ing in the material. If the needle breaks, searh forallpieces until the
whole of the needle is found again.

• Furthermore, we recommend that through steps be taken to account
forsuch needles to comply with product liability regulations.
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17.TROUBLESHOOTING

17-2. Thread trimming errors (2)8blc-btfl-cd-ds

Problem Possible cause
>

Page

1. Upper thread or lower thread
is not trimmed.
One thread remains untrimmed

• Are the blades of the driving knife and fixed knife at the wrong height rela
tive to each other?
Adjust the heightofthe driving knife. 47

• Are the blades of the driving knife or fixed knifeworn or damaged?
Replace the driving knife or fixed knife. —

• Is the knifeengagement position correct?
Adjust the knife engagement position. 46

2. Neither upper thread nor lower
thread is trimmed.

• Is the driving kriife operating?
Adjust the stop position for the driving knife.
Adjust the needle up stop position.
Adjust the thread trimming timing.

48
18
50

3. Upper thread is not held. .• Are skipped stitches occurring at the end of sewing?
Check that the needle is installed correctly.
After adjusting the needle bar height, adjust the needle and rotary hook
timing.

19

37-38

• Is the thread trimming timing correct?
Adjust the thread trimming timing. 50

• Is the tip of the driving knife scratched or damaged?
Replace the driving knife. —

• Is the driving knife position too high or too low?
Adjust the height of the driving knife. 47

4. Lower thread is not held. • Is the movement amount for the driving knife too small?
Adjust the stop position for the driving knife.

• Is the lower thread threaded correctly?
Iftha lower thread has been threaded incorrectly, thread it correctly.

48

• Is the tip of the driving knife scratched or damaged?
Replace the driving knife. —

• Is the position of the driving knife too high or too low?
Adjust the height of the driving knife. 47

• Is the driving knife operating?
Adjust the stop position for the drivingknife.
Adjust the needle down stop position.
Adjust the thread trimming timing.

48
18
50

V
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